The Scientific and Educational Journal of Therapeutic Riding
welcomes your submissions!

The Federation of Horses in Education and Therapy International (HETI) publishes the Scientific and Educational Journal of Therapeutic Riding (SEJThR) annually and it is your contributions that keep the journal interesting and relevant!

A new journal structure has been implemented for 2014 with the following submission categories:

- **Original Research**: An original research study conducted by the author(s)
- **Review**: A comprehensive or systematic review of research on a specific topic
- **Case Study**: A presentation of a single comprehensive case study or multiple case studies
- **Theory and Practice**: A discussion of a specific topic in the field
- **Letters to the Editor**: Comments on articles published in the SEJThR

Please submit an abstract of your text by July 1st for consideration for the 2014 journal (full text must be submitted by September 1st).

We welcome submissions throughout the year for inclusion in future issues.

For more information about manuscript requirements and the submission process, please visit [http://www.hetifederation.org/journal.html](http://www.hetifederation.org/journal.html)

If you have any questions about the journal or whether your manuscript fits one of the above categories, please contact journal editors Nina Ekholm Fry and Sue Maree Cotton at: [editorial@hetifederation.org](mailto:editorial@hetifederation.org)
Do you want to be part of the journal team?

The journal is moving into peer-reviewed status and we are always looking for individuals who would like to contribute to our field as reviewers for the SEJThR.

Peer-reviewers conduct blind reviews of manuscript submissions within their area of knowledge as a step in the review process (neither the person who submitted the manuscript nor the reviewer are given each other’s identities).

Reviewers have:
- Professional experience in an area of therapeutic riding/equine-assisted activities and therapies
- A master’s or doctoral degree
- Some experience in reviewing scholarly texts
- Ability to complete a review within four weeks of receiving a manuscript

If you are interested in contributing your time as a peer-reviewer for the SEJThR, please submit a letter of interest and your curriculum vitae (CV) per email to editorial@hetifederation.org. Please type “Reviewer Application” in the subject line. Together we can help the journal become a meaningful voice in the scholarly community!